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at o ur h e art...
r e s p e c t f or t he l an d

We are a “vineyard up” winery with a fully integrated approach
to winegrowing and winemaking. We planted our own highdensity Estate vineyards and have farmed many of California’s
most renowned vineyards for more than two decades.

c om m it m en t to c raf t

We stick to what works and are focused on the fundamentals.
We find inspiration in master, visionary producers around
the world as we continually hone our craft—never imitating,
ever refining.
We live the wine. This is a project that comes from who we are
and what we love. Our small team is involved in every aspect of
what we do, from farming our vineyards to shipping our wines.

her i tag e and e xp er i enc e

Founded in 1996 as a family winery, we are latter-day pioneers
in the Russian River Valley. Our winemaker, viticulturist, and
partner, Andy Smith, farmed this region for nearly a decade
before joining us in 1999, and our Associate Winemaker,
Julie Cooper, has worked with us for more than 14 years.
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r ef l ec t ions on o ur 2016 v intag e
The 2016 growing season marked a return to the generous coastal Californian
conditions that make this such a natural place to grow grapes. After the stresses
of the meager 2015 crop, yields were at a healthy, moderate level, producing
an effortless balance among fruit, acidity, savory character and structure in the
wines. Textures are generous and round, each wine layered and supple. The
growing season itself was a relaxed affair, absent of any single defining event—
neither frost, nor heat, nor untimely rain. Maybe that’s why the wines are so
charming and harmonious, the quality uniformly thrilling.
Our 22nd release comes from exceptional sites we have cultivated, in many
cases, for over two decades. Our Estate, leased, and grower-partner vineyards
are the raw ingredients for our consistent quality and style. In the winery, we
can never improve on what the vines naturally produce, but in 2016, through
sensitive craftsmanship, I feel we’ve captured their beauty in a near-perfect flow.
The Chardonnays are slightly richer, broader and softer in acidity than their
intense 2015 counterparts. Drink them on release or age them for five to six
years. The individual vineyard personalities are front and center—vivid, striking
and majestic.
It’s a particularly memorable red wine vintage with a level of concentration
reminiscent of the iconic local 2002 and 2010 vintages. And, it’s our finest
ever Syrah vintage; our two wines, profound examples of Californian Syrah, are
not to be missed. These wines have the volume, depth and structure to reward
patient cellaring, but the beauty of 2016 is found in the wines’ approachability—
richness and texture are ever-present, even in their youth.
Enclosed are my tasting notes for each 2016 vintage release. I hope you enjoy
the wines as much as we enjoyed the challenge of growing, vinifying and
bottling them.

andy smith
winemaker, viticulturist & partner
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2016 d umol w e st e r r e ac h c h ar d on n ay
A detailed, harmonious translation of the beautiful region where we live and farm.

Our first release of Wester Reach Chardonnay comprises some of the
most prized sites in the appellation, vineyards we have planted, farmed and
harvested over the past twenty years. We have interwoven three of the Russian
River Valley’s unique sub-districts, from the valley floor stretching westward
to the coolest “reaches” of the coast. We build this blend in the vineyard,
understanding how each site contributes signature fruit character.
The 44-year-old vines of the iconic Ritchie Vineyard in the Laguna Ridge
District contribute a classic, broad orange oil richness. To that, we layer in
the savory/herbal complexity and focused stone fruits of Lorenzo Vineyard’s
42-year-old vines in the Santa Rosa Plains. Our high-density DuMOL
Estate vines lend bright floral notes and powerful citrus fruit while the Green
Valley’s higher-elevation low-yielding Dutton Ranch sites bring density and
texture, acidity and focus. The 34-year-old vines at the majestic Heintz Ranch
complement the blend with citrus oil and truffle-infused complexity.
Orange zest, white flower, sweet sage and hay aromas yield to softer peach and
apricot. The palate is full of energy and vigor with clear-cut fruit intensity and
savory character. Ripe stone fruits dominate with an underscore of oatmeal and
marzipan. Texture builds with a core of old vine extract balanced with vibrant
lime and oyster shell freshness. The finish is long, cleansing, and refined. Drink
between 2018 and 2022.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyards ritchie, lorenzo, dumol estate, dutton - hansen,
dutton - jentoft & charles heintz vineyards
clones old wente, mt eden & clone #4
vine age 13–44 years
harvest dates august 22nd through september 23rd
barrel aging barrel fermented & aged 12 months in 35% new french
oak followed by four months settling in tank. complete
malolactic fermentation.
production 2,950 cases of 750ml
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201 6 d umol w i l d mo untain side v io g n ier
Deep concentration and natural viscosity buffered by echoing, tangy acidity.

I love everything about our inaugural vintage of Wild Mountainside Viognier
(formerly Lia), from its crystalline, shimmering aromatics through its deep,
viscous palate to its vibrant, echoing acidity. The wine makes a great partner
to its Wild Mountainside Syrah stablemate, just as these two varieties are coplanted in their northern Rhone Valley place of origin, a bit south of Lyon.
Each of the high-elevation, steeply sloping vineyards brings something unique
to the blend. Hoppe-Kelly is the heart of the wine—depth, richness and
body. Timbervine layers in minerals, savory tones and focused acidity. Our
own GVR Estate parcel offers up floral aromatics, texture and softness. The
vineyards combine brilliantly to showcase the wide spectrum of aromas, flavors
and textures that Viognier can offer when grown in the right place, farmed to
low yields, and treated delicately in the winery.
Explosive aromatics grab your attention and immediately draw you in: white
flowers, honeysuckle, peach, and tangerine. There’s lemon curd, crisp apple and
juicy nectarine. The wine’s deep concentration and natural viscosity is buffered
by tangy acidity that echoes on and on. Floral aromas continue to fill the senses
way beyond the final sip. Like our Chardonnays, don’t serve this too cold—
approximately 55°F is perfect—and drink in the first three years after release.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyards 38% hoppe kelly, 38% timbervine
& 24% dumol gvr estate vineyards
clone #1
vine age 15–26 years
harvest dates august 31st & september 6th
barrel aging aged 12 months in 15% new french oak hogsheads
followed by three months settling in tank.
production 320 cases of 750ml
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2016 d umol w i l d mo untain side sy rah
Plush and deep with a sense of mountain precision and detail.

Our Wild Mountainside Syrah (which replaces our Russian River Valley
bottling) grows exclusively in high-elevation mountain vineyards where the
vines struggle to produce small crops of truly unique character and incredible
quality. I consider these to be some of the finest Syrah vineyards, not only in
Sonoma County but in all of California.
Timbervine and Greywacke sit adjacent to one another on the steep slope of
Black Mountain, high above the Russian River itself. While they are neighbors,
their wine character is very different. Timbervine, grown on shallow iron-rich
volcanic soil, is peppery, savory and gamey. Greywacke, grown on mineralrich, rocky soil, is dark fruited, plush and sensual. Hoppe-Kelly completes
the picture and makes a triumphant return following a painstaking replant
high up in the Mayacamas range. The wine returns with typically pungent
aromatics, deeply textured blackberry fruit, and dried herb complexity. The
vineyard blend is both seamless and fascinating.
The wine is inky and concentrated. Blackberry, boysenberry and blueberry fruit
characters dominate both aromas and palate along with vibrant grapefruit zest,
floral lilac, wild thyme and roasted meat characters. The fruit is plush and deep,
but there’s always a sense of mountain precision and detail. A savory ferrous
note adds intrigue to the full-bodied, chewy palate but the wine remains fine
and polished throughout. It holds 15 years of aging potential in a cool cellar.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyards 41% greywacke, 31% hoppe-kelly
& 28% timbervine vineyards
clones 470, syrah noir, alban & durrell
vine age 11–26 years
harvest dates september 14th through 24th
barrel aging aged 15 months in 33% new french oak hogsheads from
tonnellerie ermitage.
production 820 cases of 750ml
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2016 d umol r i t c h i e v i n e yar d

c h lo e

These 44-year-old vines perfectly capture the site’s true magnif icence.

c h ar d on n ay

We’ve worked with the same two special parcels of old vines at the legendary
Ritchie Vineyard since 2001, so it’s somewhat hard to believe this is our first
100% Ritchie old-vine bottling. As it was long the backbone of our highlyregarded Chloe blend, the time was right to give the vineyard center stage. We
are one of the few clients of Ritchie’s oldest parcel of vines, and have long
appreciated the broad, golden fruit flavors and deep textural layers that denote
the vineyard’s natural signature. These 44-year-old vines perfectly capture
the site’s true magnificence, making it one of the most famous old-vine
Chardonnay vineyards in all of California. In 2016, that unique expression is
front and center in this new bottling.
Certainly, the richest and most forward Chardonnay of the vintage, this is the
designate to drink first; sometime in late 2018 is a good start date. The wine
brims with yellow peach, nectarine and honeysuckle flavors, offset by more
savory mint leaf, fresh thyme and sweet hay characters. While possessing a
restrained power at its core, it is fruit-driven and layered with a broad textural
range perfectly balanced by a lively acidic backbone that provides an element
of tension to buffer all the natural richness. Drink between 2019 and 2022.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyard 100% ritchie vineyard
clone old wente
vine age 44 years
harvest dates september 2nd & 6th
barrel aging aged 12 months in 33% new french oak barrels from tonnellerie mercurey then six months settling in tank.
production 730 cases of 750ml, 16 cases of 1.5l & 12 bottles of 3l
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2016 dumol charles heintz vineyard
Each time you return to the glass, there’s something new to discover.

isobel

chardonnay

Our 2016 Charles Heintz Vineyard Isobel Chardonnay is one of the richest
examples in recent memory from this classic coastal site perched at 1,000 feet
elevation on a ridgeline high above Green Valley, some eight miles from the
Pacific. It’s clearly richer, deeper and more fruit-driven than the more mineral,
tense 2015 bottling and most similar to its great 2007 counterpart, for those
with long memories! We harvested our two vineyard blocks rapidly over two
days in late September as soon as the fruit reached perfect maturity. The western
block, grown on shallow sandy soils, provides the citric/mineral/botanical
backbone to the wine, while the eastern block is deeper, broader, fleshing out
the wine’s middle. We’re the only producer to blend these two distinct parts of
the vineyard, offering a full representation of its greatness. I’ve been working
with this wonderful unique site since 1998—a long engagement—and this is
easily one of the most memorable bottlings we’ve crafted.
This Chardonnay is infused with incredibly intense lemongrass and citrus
oil notes that extend to the very final echo of flavor. Deeply pitched, it has
broad viscosity, carrying honeycomb and truffle notes, offset by vibrant coastal
acidity. The wine possesses so many changing dimensions that, each time you
return to the glass, there’s something new to discover. I recommend you wait
to drink until after Spring 2019 to give the wine time to unfold its many
nuances. Drink between 2019 and 2023.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation sonoma coast
vineyard charles heintz vineyard
clone #4
vine age 35 years
harvest dates september 22nd & 23rd
barrel aging 12 months in 30% new french oak hogsheads from
tonnellerie acf then six months settling in tank.
production 850 cases of 750ml, 16 cases of 1.5l & 12 bottles of 3l
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2016 d umol e stat e v i ne yar d c h ar d on n ay
A wine overflowing with European-style vibrancy and mineral-dominated intensity.

The wines from our Estate vineyards are typically built to age the longest,
and this 2016 bottling is no exception. The highly eroded coastal soils of our
DuMOL Estate, coupled with the pedigree old clone vine material, produce
a wine full of tension and tightly coiled power—a nuanced beauty and natural
expression that reveals itself with time. The high vine density of our O’Connell
and Kearney Estate parcels provides an additional element of complexity to
the final wine: narrow row spacing naturally shades the grape clusters from the
full force of the California summer sun, retaining more of the delicate, savory
nuances of the grapes themselves. This makes for a wine overflowing with
European-style vibrancy, steeliness and mineral-dominated intensity, with less
of an emphasis on sweet golden fruit.
I recommend opening in mid-2019 and drinking over the following six years,
decanting an hour before enjoying over the course of an evening. The aromas
are first dominated by flint, spearmint and sweet sage. With aeration, lemon
and lime flavors peek out before introducing green apple intensity. Tremendous
richness and depth to the mid-palate are a pure translation of the vines
themselves—their extract, their intrinsic concentration. While the wine is taut
and muscular, there’s an unmatched richness lurking in the background, ready
to reveal itself with a little cellar time. This truly is world-class Chardonnay in
a serious, vineyard-driven style. Drink between 2019 and 2024.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation sonoma coast
vineyards dumol o’connell & kearney estate vineyards
clones mount eden & hyde-wente
vine age 11 years
harvest dates august 24th & september 2nd
barrel aging aged 14 months in 40% new french oak barrels

from tonnelleries acf & ermitage then four months
settling in tank.

production 620 cases of 750ml, 16 cases of 1.5l & 12 bottles of 3l
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2016 d umol w i dd oe s v i n e yar d
Fruit purity is at the fore: sleek, dark and intense.

r ya n

pino t noir

The new vintage of our Widdoes Vineyard Ryan is the most fruit-driven Pinot
Noir of the year, and I expect it will provide great drinking pleasure on release
and over the next decade. Working with this special vineyard since 1996,
we have a level of intimacy with these vines that is unmatched within our
portfolio—an intimacy, I believe, that is evident in the wine itself. It naturally
and easily seduces, possessing a perfect balance between its fruit, savory and
structural elements such that nothing feels forced or confected. Fruit purity is
at the fore: sleek, dark and intense with building volume.
Vivid flavors of tiny wild berry fruits, bursting with intensity, are supported
by vibrant pinpoint acidity that ensures all elements flow to the last lingering
echo of flavor. Black pepper and cedar box aromas comingle with pure dark
cherry compote flavors as beautiful floral notes are found throughout, the
texture deep and layered. For me, the quality and personality align with the
2015 vintage, a wine I particularly love. I’m also reminded of the 2012 vintage,
a deep, showy wine that is drinking wonderfully right now. Drink between
2019 and 2026.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyard widdoes vineyard
clone martini
vine age 32 years
harvest dates september 12th
barrel aging aged 14 months in 50% new french oak barrels from
tonnellerie remond.
production 900 cases of 750ml, 32 cases of 1.5l & 24 bottles of 3l
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2016 d umol g r e y wac k e v in e yar d

e d d i e ’ s pa t c h

Dramatic and elemental, one of our f inest efforts from this special vintage.

s y rah

From the iron-rich soils of Greywacke Vineyard, our new vintage of Eddie’s
Patch is one of our finest efforts from this special vintage. The wine comes from
a two-acre steep east-facing hillside parcel of vines that ekes out an existence in
meager, shallow soils composed mostly of rocks and gravel. In this regard, it’s
a very different animal from our Estate Vineyard bottling, and the two wines
complement one another beautifully. While the Estate Syrah is entirely pure
fruit and succulence, this wine is firmer, more dramatic and elemental. A bit
wild and hard to contain, it could be considered Syrah in its more feral state.
Greywacke’s iron-rich soils confer an extremely ferrous character to the wine
that we see every vintage (terroir!), a trait I describe as mineral/red vapor. This
distinctly ferrous note interweaves with spicy dark fruits (tart and savory), mint
and a soy-like meatiness. On the palate, the wine is immediately fruit-driven—a
slight surprise given the savory nature of its aromatics—with a sense of tiny
wild berries, intense, potent and spicy. The wine possesses prodigious structure
and deep texture from ultra-low yields due to such unforgiving soils. While you
can sample your allocation soon after release (frankly, this wine could outlive
most of us), I think it will be best enjoyed between 2020 and 2030. Our finest
Eddie’s Patch since the 2013 vintage, and one of our greatest efforts ever.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation russian river valley
vineyards greywacke vineyard
clones alban & apb
vine age 12 years
harvest dates september 21st
barrel aging aged 16 months in 40% new french oak hogsheads
from tonnellerie ermitage.
production 300 cases of 750ml, 12 cases of 1.5l & 12 bottles of 3l
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2016 d umol napa val l e y c aber n e t sau v ig non
Intensity and delicacy, with soaring aromatics followed by succulent, pure, dark fruit.

Our 2016 Napa Valley Cabernet is a classically built wine typical of this
wonderful Napa vintage: deep fruit, enveloping texture, mineral freshness and
long supple structure. It’s a harmonious interweaving of four distinct vineyards
that intricately balances power and finesse.
With its exceptional farming and rocky volcanic soil, Meteor Vineyard is one
of the finest sites in Coombsville. Its fruit dominates the blend and ensures
both intensity and delicacy, with soaring aromatics followed by succulent,
pure, dark fruit.
True Dog Knoll serves as a new focal point in this vintage, its world-renowned
west Oakville deep gravel soils bringing deep texture and mineral focus.
Layering in a small amount of Petit Verdot from our Roach Estate in St. Helena
provides an element of blue fruit intensity and refinement that balances
beautifully with the darker brooding power of Ballard Vineyard’s mountaintop
muscle and structure.
With its harmonious layers and textures, this wine reminds me of the 2012
Napa Valley vintage. Dark, inky and opaque, it presents aromas of plum, violets
and graphite. Beautiful fruit cascades almost immediately to more savory
flavors: crushed rock dustiness, cocoa and cedar. A good, firm mineral spine
runs through to the long, bittersweet finish. Ever-evolving in the glass, this
wine is poised now and will age beautifully over the next 10+ years.

v i n e ya r d & w i n e m a k i n g d e ta i l s
appellation napa valley
vineyards 59% meteor (coombsville), 30% true dog knoll (oakville),
7% roach (st. helena) & 4% ballard (spring mountain) vineyards
blend 93% cabernet sauvignon & 7% petit verdot
clones 4, 7 & 337
vine age 4–17 years
harvest dates september 16th, 20th, 22nd & 30th
barrel aging aged 20 months in 50% new french oak barrels from
tonnelleries orion & acf.
production 640 cases of 750ml, 24 cases of 1.5l, 18 bottles of 3l
& 6 bottles of 6l
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